In the conventional evaluation metrics of machine translation, considering less information about the translations usually makes the result not reasonable and low correlation with human judgments. On the other hand, using many external linguistic resources and tools (e.g. Part-ofspeech tagging, morpheme, stemming, and synonyms) makes the metrics complicated, timeconsuming and not universal due to that different languages have the different linguistic features. This paper proposes a novel evaluation metric employing rich and augmented factors without relying on any additional resource or tool. Experiments show that this novel metric yields the state-of-the-art correlation with human judgments compared with classic metrics BLEU, TER, Meteor-1.3 and two latest metrics (AMBER and MP4IBM1), which proves it a robust one by employing a feature-rich and model-independent approach.
Introduction
Since IBM proposed and realized the system of BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) as the automatic metric for Machine Translation (MT) evaluation, many other methods have been proposed to revise or improve it. BLEU considered the n-gram precision and the penalty for translation which is shorter than that of references. NIST (Doddington, 2002) added the information weight into evaluation factors. Meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) proposed an alternative way of calculating matched chunks to describe the n-gram matching degree between machine translations and reference translations. Wong and Kit (2008) introduced position difference in the evaluation metric. Other evaluation metrics, such as TER (Snover et al., 2006) , the modified Meteor-1.3 (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) , and MP4IBM1 (Popovic et al., 2011) are also used in the literature. AMBER (Chen and Kuhn, 2011 ) declares a modified version of BLEU and attaches more kinds of penalty coefficients, combining the n-gram precision and recall with the arithmetic average of F-measure. In order to distinguish the reliability of different MT evaluation metrics, people used to apply the Spearman correlation coefficient for evaluation tasks in the workshop of statistical machine translation (WMT) for Association of Computational Linguistics (ACL) (Callison-Burch et al., 2011; Callison-Burch et al., 2010; Callison-Burch et al., 2009 .
Related work
Some MT evaluation metrics are designed with the part-of-speech (POS) consideration using the linguistic tools, parser or POS tagger, during the words matching period between system-output and reference sentences. Machacek and Bojar (2011) proposed SemPOS metric, which is based on the Czech-targeted work by Kos and Bojar (2009) . SemPOS conducts a deep-syntactic analysis of the target language with a modified version of similarity measure from the general overlapping method (Gimenez and Marquez, 2007) . However, SemPOS only focuses on the English and Czech words and achieves no contribution for other language pairs.
To reduce the human tasks during the evaluation, the methodologies that do not need reference translations are growing up. MP4IBM1 (Popovic et al., 2011) used IBM1 model to calculate scores based on morphemes, POS (4-grams) and lexicon probabilities. MP4IBM1 is not a simple model although it is reference independent. For instance, it needs large parallel bilingual corpus, POS taggers (requesting the details about verb tenses, cases, number, gender, etc.) and other tools for splitting words into morphemes. It performed well on the corpus with English as source language following the metric TESLA but got very poor correlation when English is the target language. For example, it gained the system-level correlation score 0.12 and 0.08 respectively on the Spanish-to-English and French-to-English MT evaluation tasks (Callison-Burch et al., 2011) and these two scores mean nearly no correlation with human judgments.
Reordering errors play an important role in the translation for distant language pairs (Isozaki et al., 2010) . But BLEU and many other metrics are both insensitive to reordering phenomena and relatively time-consuming to compute (Talbot et al., 2011) . Snover et al. (2006) introduced Translation Edit Rate (TER) and the possible edits include the insertion, deletion, and substitution of words as well as sequences allowing phrase movements without large penalties. Isozaki et al. (2010) paid attention to word order on the evaluation between Japanese and English. Wong and Kit (2008) designed position difference factor during the alignment of words between reference translations and candidate outputs, but it only selects the candidate word that has the nearest position in principle.
Different words or phrases can express the same meanings, so it is considered commonly in the literature to refer auxiliary synonyms libraries during the evaluation task. Meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005 ) is based on unigram match on the words and their stems also with additional synonyms database. Meteor-1.3 (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) , an improved version of Meteor, includes ranking and adequacy versions and has overcome some weaknesses of previous version such as noise in the paraphrase matching, lack of punctuation handling and discrimination between word types (Callison-Burch et al., 2011) .
Proposed metric
According to the analysis above, we see that in the previous MT evaluation metrics, there are mainly two problems: either presenting incomprehensive factors (e.g. BLEU focus on precision) or relying on many external tools and databases. The first aspect makes the metrics result in unreasonable judgments. The second weakness makes the MT evaluation metric complicated, time-consuming and not universal for different languages. To address these weaknesses, a novel metric LEPOR 1 is proposed in this research, which is designed to take thorough variables into account (including modified factors) and does not need any extra dataset or tool. These are aimed at both improving the practical performance of the automatic metric and the easily operating of the program. LEPOR focuses on combining two modified factor (sentence length penalty, n-gram position difference penalty) and two classic methodologies (precision and recall). LEPOR score is calculated by:
(1)
The detailed introductions and designs of the features are shown below.
Design of LEPOR metric

Length penalty:
In the Eq. (1), means Length penalty, which is defined to embrace the penalty for both longer and shorter system outputs compared with the reference translations, and it is calculated as:
where and mean the sentence length of output candidate translation and reference translation respectively. As seen in Eq. (2), when the output length of sentence is equal to that of the reference one, will be one which means no penalty. However, when the output length is larger or smaller than that of the reference one, will be little than one which means a penalty on the evaluation value of LEPOR. And according to the characteristics of exponential function mathematically, the larger of numerical difference between and , the smaller the value of will be. 
else // when more than two candidates, the selection steps are similar as above
N-gram position difference penalty:
In the Eq. (1), the is defined as:
where means n-gram position difference penalty. The value is designed to compare the words order in the sentences between reference translation and output translation. The value is normalized. Thus we can take all MT systems into account whose effective value varies between 0 and 1, and when equals 0, the will be 1 which represents no penalty and is quite reasonable. When the increases from 0 to 1, the value decreases from 1 to based on the mathematical analysis. Consequently, the final LEPOR value will be smaller. According to this thought, the is defined as:
where represents the length of system output sentence and means the n-gram position -value (difference value) of aligned words between output and reference sentences. Every word from both output translation and reference should be aligned only once (one-to-one alignment). Case (upper or lower) is irrelevant. When there is no match, the value of will be zero as default for this output translation word.
FIGURE 1 -Context-dependent n-gram word alignment algorithm
To calculate the value, there are two steps: aligning and calculating. To begin with, the Context-dependent n-gram Word Alignment task: we take the context-dependent factor into consideration and assign higher priority on it, which means we take into account the surrounding context (neighbouring words) of the potential word to select a better matching pairs between the output and the reference. If there are both nearby matching or there is no matched context around the potential words pairs, then we consider the nearest matching to align as a backup choice. The alignment direction is from output sentence to the reference translations. Assuming that represents the current word in output sentence and (or ) means the th word to the previous or following . While (or ) means the words matching in the references, and (or ) has the similar meaning as but in reference sentence. is the position difference value between the matching words in outputs and references. The operation process and pseudo code of the context-dependent n-gram word alignment algorithm are shown in Figure 1 (with "→" as the alignment). Taking 2-gram (n = 2) as an example, let's see explanation in Figure 2 . We label each word with its absolute position, then according to the context-dependent n-gram method, the first word "A" in the output sentence has no nearby matching with the beginning word "A" in reference, so it is aligned to the fifth word "a" due to their matched neighbor words "stone" and "on" within one and two steps respectively away from current position. Then the fourth word "a" in the output will align the first word "A" of the reference due to the one-to-one alignment. The alignments of other words in the output are obvious. 
FIGURE 2 -Example of context-dependent n-gram word alignment
In the second step (calculating step), we label each word with its position number divided by the corresponding sentence length for normalization, and then using the Eq. (4) to finish the calculation. We also use the example in Figure 2 
In the example, when we label the word position of output sentence we divide the numerical position (from 1 to 6) of the current word by the reference sentence length 6. Similar way is applied in labeling the reference sentence. After we get the value, using the Eq. (3), the values of can be calculated.
When there is multi-references (more than one reference sentence), for instance 2 references, we take the similar approach but with a minor change. The alignment direction is reminded the same (from output to reference), and the candidate alignments that have nearby matching words also The beginning output words "the" and "stone" are aligned simply for the single matching. The output word "on" has nearby matching with the word "on" both in Reference-1 and Reference-2, due to the words "the" (second to previous) and "a" (first in the following) respectively. Then we should select its alignment to the word "on" in Reference-1, not Reference-2 for the further reason| | | | and this selection will obtain a smaller value. The remaining two words "a" and "bird" in output sentence are aligned using the same principle.
Precision and recall:
Precision is designed to reflect the accurate rate of outputs while recall means the loyalty to the references. In the Eq. (1), means the Harmonic mean of and and is calculated as: (5) where and are two parameters we designed to adjust the weight of (recall) and (precision). The two metrics are calculated by:
where represents the number of aligned (matching) words and marks appearing both in translations and references, and specify the sentence length of system output and reference respectively (Melamed et al., 2003) . After we finish the above steps, taking all the variables into Eq. (1), we can calculate the final LEPOR score, and higher LEPOR value means the output sentence is closer to the references.
Two variants of system-level LEPOR
We have introduced the computation of LEPOR on single output sentence, and we should consider a proper way to calculate the LEPOR value when the cases turn into document (system) level. We perform the system-level LEPOR with two different variants LEPOR-A and LEPOR-B as follow.
where ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ in Eq. (8) and (9) both represent the system-level score of LEPOR, specifies the sentence number of the test document, and in Eq. (8) means the LEPOR value of the th sentence. As shown above, ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ is calculated by the arithmetic mean of LEPOR value of each sentence. On the other hand, ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ is designed from another perspective, which reflects the system-level values of three factors in LEPOR. To compute ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ using Eq. (9), we should firstly calculate the three system-level factors ̅̅̅̅ , ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ using Eq. (10) to Eq. (12), which are calculated in a similar way to that of ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ by the arithmetic mean.
Experiments and comparisons
We trained LEPOR on the public ACL WMT 2008 2 data (EN: English, ES: Spanish, DE: German, FR: French and CZ: Czech). The parameters and are set to 9 and 1 respectively for all languages pairs except that and are used for Czech-English translations. For the context-dependent n-gram word alignment, we adjust n as 2 on all the corpora meaning that we consider both the proceeding and following two words as the context information.
We use the MT evaluation corpora from 2011 ACL WMT 3 for testing. The tested eight corpora are English-to-other (Spanish, German, French and Czech) and other-to-English news text. Following a common practice (e.g. the TER metric was proposed by the comparison with BLEU and Meteor, the AMBER metric compared with BLEU and Meteor-1.0, the MP4IBM1 compared with BLEU), we compare the scoring results by LEPOR against the three "gold standard" metrics BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , TER (Snover et al., 2006) and Meteor (version 1.3) (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) . In addition, we select the latest AMBER (modified version of BLEU) (Chen and Kuhn, 2011) and MP4IBM1 (without reference translation) (Popovic et al., 2011) as representatives to examine the quality of LEPOR in this study. The correlation results are shown in Table 1 The metrics are ranked by their mean (hybrid) performance on the eight corpora from the best to the worst. Table 1 shows that LEPOR-A and LEPOR-B obtained the highest scores among the metrics, and LEPOR-B yields the best results by mean scores. BLEU, AMBER (modified version of BLEU) and Meteor-1.3 perform unsteady with better correlation on some translation languages and worse on others, resulting in medium level generally. TER and MP4IBM1 get the worst scores by the mean correlation. The result proves that LEPOR is a robust metric in all cases by constructing augmented features and also a concise and independent model without using any external tool and database (e.g. AMBER using auxiliary tokenize tool for stem, prefix and suffix matching; Meteor using word stems and synonyms databases etc.). MP4IBM1 does not need the reference translations instead using the POS tagger and word morphemes, but the current correlation is low. Table 1 also releases the information that although the test metrics yield high system-level correlations with human judgments on certain language pairs (e.g. all correlations above 0.83 on Czech-to-English), they are far from satisfactory by synthetically mean scores on total eight corpora (currently spanning from 0.58 to 0.77 only) and there is clearly a potential for further improvement.
Conclusion and perspectives
As we know that better evaluation metrics will be helpful to leading to better machine translations . This paper proposes a novel automatic evaluation metric LEPOR, which employs rich and augmented evaluation factors such that the result is close to human assessments. From the empirical results, we found that LEPOR can achieve better results compared with the state-of-the-art MT evaluation metrics, including BLEU, TER, Meteor-1.3 and the recently proposed AMBER and MP4IBM1. LEPOR gives good outputs generally on all the testing languages, with the state-of-the-art performance on the Czech-to-English, Spanish-toEnglish, English-to-Spanish and the mean correlation score without relying on any extra tool and data sources. Actually the correlation coefficient value of LEPOR can be further improved through the adjustment of the parameters (weighting of recall) and (weighting of precision), as well as the number of words concurrences used in the context-dependent n-gram position difference penalty.
Some further works are worth doing in the future. First, test on synonym thesaurus: in most cases, translation of word can be re-expressed in different ways, such as multi-words or paraphrases. It will certainly be helpful to the correlation score if a synonym thesaurus is available during the matching of words (Wong et al., 2009) . Secondly, evaluate the effectiveness on languages of different topologies: in this paper we use the corpora that cover five languages English, Spanish, Czech, French, and German. That will be good if proposed metric can be tested on more pairs of languages from different families such as Portuguese, Japanese and Chinese etc. Thirdly, employ the Multi-references: another way to replace the synonym is the use of multireferences for evaluation. This can reduce the deviation when calculating the mechanical translation quality. The results will be more reason if we use multi-references. Lastly, in this work, we focus on the lexical information and how can we go beyond this is another direction that worth for further studies.
